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Abstract:
This artide describes a method of ob tainLnggear tooth profiles from

the geometry of the rack (or hob) that is used to generate the gear ..This
method works for arbitrary rack geometries, including 'the case when
only a numerical description of the rack is available. Examples of a sim-
pie rack, rack with protuberances and a hob with root Chamfer are
described. The .application ot this technique lathe generation of
boundary element meshes for gear tooth strength calculation and the
generation of finite element model's for the.frictionall contact ,ana1y.sis
of gear pairs is also described.

Introduction
After selection of the basic gear tooth geometry, the proper

design of the tooth profile is probably the next most important

factor in sucoessfulgear design. Aspects of proper gear design.
such as the minimiza.tion of the transmission error to reduce
noise. load sharing between teeth, the strength of the teeth and
the stresses in the fillet all depend upon the tooth profile and
root geometry. Procedures that compute the transmission er-
ror need an accurate numereial description of the gear tooth
profile, as do gear tooth strength calculating methods, such as
bounda:ry element and finite element methods. which need ac-
curate load sharing information and rely heavily on the ac-
curacy of the tooth profile itself. They also need accurate
numereial descriptions of the gear tooth fillet An approximate
fillet description, such asa circular arc of an appro.ximately
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computed radius, illnot adequate for this purpoae.
When a .. IIpnerated by a rack (which includes a hob)

with straiaht Iidea and circular comers, the tooth profile is an
involute with trochoids at the fillets. The equations for such a
sear can be obtained inanalytical form. such as in the text by
Colboume. OJ In practice. however. various modifications.
such u protuberances and profile modifications. may be ap-
pUed to the rack. The corner of the hob itaelf need not be cir-
cular. and there may be a chamfer of specified dimensions. In
such cues. it is not always possible to come up with an
analytical form for the gear tooth profi1e.

Chang et aI.W described a methodology to generate the in-
volute profile on a computer from a straight sided rack. Hefeng
et al. (3) described a technique that would also generate the
trochoidal portion of the gear tooth profile which is generated
by the circular comers at the tip of the rack. In the technique
described in that article. for every relative orientation of the
gear with respect to the rack, a point on the gear was found at
which the normal passed through the pitch point, thus
generating the profile. This technique, however, required an
analytical description of the rack tooth profile. When the rack
tooth profile is defined numerically or when the rack profile is
more complicated than a set of straight lines and circles, the
method was found to be difficult to use.

In this article, a method is described which is general enough
to numerically compute the gear tooth profile of a generated
gear tooth, given the geometry of the rack. Instead of searching
along the rack profile to find a point which satisfies the meshing
condition for a Hxed relative orientation, this method deter-
mines the relative orientation of the gear and the rack for which
a fixed point on the rack satisfies the condition of meshing. This
method is more amenable to dealing with complicated rack
profiles for which dosed ~onn,equations are either not available
or are too cumbersome to work with. It can also take into ac-
count the undercutting in gears, Even though it is not presented
here, the method. is also applicable to shapercut geometries.

.Pmfile Generation Mgo.rithm
The inputda:ta .required for this algorithm consist of a descrip-

tion of the rack 'that generates the gear, the number of teeth on
the gear and the outer diameter of the gear. Fig. 1 shows a coor-
dinA.te system X, attached to' a rack. The origin of th.is
coordinate system lies on the pitch line of the rack. Let ~ =
I(x,oyr)' be the coordinates of an arbitrary point P on the rack pro-
file, with respect to the coordinate system Xr at.tached to the
rack. Let Dr = (ll,(ny) be the outward unit normalto the rack at
this point. FOrany specified rack geometry, the coordinates and
Ithe normal vector at any point on Ithe rack profile are easily
obtained.

Fig.2 shows a gear tooth with an attached. coordinate system
~ with its 'origin at the center of the gear. Let P' be a point on
the gear tooth profil_ that col'lesponds to the point P 'on the rack ..
In other words, as the gear rolls throQgh with the rack, the point
P on the rack makes sliding contact with the point Pon the gear ..
Let ~ = (XgY8) be the coordinates ,of the point P on the gear
with respect to, the coordinate system Xg attached to the gear .

This algorithm uses the coordinate and unit normal vector
data available for the point P to compute the coordinates of the
poin! P. fig. 3 shows the relative position of the gear and rack

LOCATION OF P IS !.X •• Y.l

Fia. 1- The rack and IIIattached coordinate system.
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Fig. l- The gear and its auac:hed coordinatesystem.
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.Fig.3 -The relative orientation of the gear and rack. coordinates systems during
generation,
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Rg.4 - Gear tooth profile generated when undercuttfngoccurs.
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at a st.arting position and at a position after the gear has rolled
through an. angle e. The pitch cirde radius of the gear is r. For
this arbitrary orientation of the gear, the transformation from.
the rack coor~at,e system to the gear coordinate system is de-
fined by the matrix equation:

I
xgl [-COsO
YII, = ~-sinO

sin91 IX. r - r61.
-cosO] Yr-r

As the gear rolls, the relative velocity of the point P'on the gear
with respect to the rack is

!= 1~91+91~ =:J
the first part being the translational contribution, and the sec-
ond pari being the rotational contribution. iJ is the time
derivative of 9'.Hence,

'IYr J! =8' r() - Xr '

According to the equation of meshing, this, relative velocity of
the point on the gear should have no ,component normal to the
rack, such that the dot product

x: (::1 = a
or,

Thus the roll angle at which the point P makes contact with a,
point on the gear is given by

X,oy - YrIll(
()= (2)

Given any poin.t P on the rack, its coordinates and its nor-
mal vector, the roU angle at which it makes contact with the
gear can be computed from Equation 2. The coordinates of the
correspondin-8 point P on the gear can then be obtained by
substituting for (J in Equation 1. Theretore,a. sequence of points
on the gear tooth profile can be found that correspond to ase-
quence of points on the rack profile.

The next step is 'to examine 'the gear tooth profHethusob-
tamed for possible undercutting. If undercutting does 'take
place, the gear tooth profile will look Hke Fig ..4. The part B-C-
D-B has to be detected, and the points in this part have to be
eliminated from the sequence or points that define the profile
of the gear tooth.

Let {L. i=Ln] be a sequence of ooordina~es cornesponding to
the points on the gear tooth profile ..To detect Ithe ,cross--over
point Bshown in Fig. 4, we need to check whether there exist In-
tegers iand isuch Ithat the line segment H.,I +1), which joinS!i
with point li+l intersects the line segment (j -1. n. Fig. 5 shows
two linesegm.ents, (a.b) and (c,d). These line segments.wiU in-
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fig. S- Determmation of the point of intersection.of 'two line segments.
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Fig. 6-Geometty of an elementary rack.

tersect if and only if
A(a,b,c)'A(a,b,d) < 0

and
A(c,d,a)' A(c,d,b) < 0

where
A(a,b,c) = (!b - !al X (!c - ~)

where !a, J:l,. and rc are three-dimensional coordinates of the
three points a, b and c, respectively; the "x" stands for a vector
cross product and the . stands for the vector inner product.

The locationof the point of intersection g, win be

IIA(c,d,b,)1
where a: = IA{c,d,a). +UA(c,d,b)1

Using this method, 'the whole profile can be searched for
segments (i.i+l).and (j -l,j} that inte:rsect.lfsuchan.i and iare
found, then all points 'on the profile between i+1 and j -1 are
discarded and replaced by a single point, the point of
intersect ion.

A similar condition occurs at the Up of the gear tooth when
the radius at the root of the rack profile is not Jargeenough, or
when there isa chamfer at the root of the rack profile. The same
technique can.be used Itoeliminate points that cannot possibly
lie on the gear tooth.

Geometry of a Simple Rack. Fig. 6 shows a simpl.e rack.
Let Dp = Diametral pitch,

A = Addendum,
B = Dedendurn,
q, "" Pressure angle,
r, "" Radius at tip of rack tooth,
rf = Radius at fillet of rack tooth,

Coordinates of points along the rack profile are then given by:
In region I (the top land).

In_) JO
)

~ny = F 0<851

In region ]I (the tip radius),

.I.Xr). _ J ./112 + rtSin(j3r] I
lYr - 1A - rt(l-cos(jSr»

I::) = !~:(~)}0< B S 1

In region Ill (the tooth flank),

tXt) {.. 't/2 +rtsinI' )1

lYr := (1- 6) IA - ft(l-cosf) I

. Il''I2Dp -/b12 - r~inf')
+ (j 1 - B + r~l-cosr)
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1
nxl I·COS¢I
. ,'= 5·,j.'.0<P<1ny, in'/' -

In region IV (the root fillet),

I'Xll' 1~12Dp - V2 - rrSm.«l-P)r)1
Yr I =. -B +rf(l-cos«l-p).r) ,

I'nxl ISin«I- p)r)I
ny' = Cos«l-p)r). O<P$;1

In region V (the bottom land),

IXr)I.. ='11r12Dp - -: (I-P')!
Yr B I

Inx·1 1°1'ny = 1 O<P:=;l

Geometry of a Rack with Protuberanoe., Fig. 7 shows a rack
with protuberance.
let a = Protuberance angle,

d = Protuberance high point distance,
I = Parallel land length,

'11'

It = 2D - 2A tan (¢)
p

r d
-2ft tan(-2) + 2( ~), - , , COS'/'

:lI' ' r
lb= 2; - 2B tan{t/» -2r£ tan( 2,)

p

Coordinates of points along the profile of the rack with
protuberanceare then given by,;

In region I (the top land),

IX'I' = I,Bttf21'
yrl A

!::I=!~I 0< PSI
In region II (the tip radius),

!xrl !11l2 + J'tsm{pr) I
Yr' = 'A - J't(l-cos(prn

!nxl !5m(pr) I
ny I = ..Cos(pr) ,. .0 < PSI

In region HI (the parallel land),

I

'xrl ! uz +r.sinl" + Btsint/> I
Yrl = A -rl·(l-cosr) - {3lcost/>,

!nxl' = !C~~II0 < fj < 1ny sm,/, -

In region IV (protuberance angle length),

!'xrl' I' Itl2 + l't
sinr +ls,in¢ I

1" "", ,A -rt(l-cosr) -leost/>

+ GI I (dlsmcr)sm{t/>-a) ')
I'" - (dl sina)cos(¢ - 0:) ,.
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fig. 7 - Geometry of a rack with a protuberance.

lfixl = Ic~s(t/>-a,)I. 0<13_<1
ny sm(cp-a):

In region V (the tooth flank),

!~:I=
1 1112 +rjSinI' + lsincp I

(1-,8) A-rt(l-cosI') -leost/>

Isin (cp-cr) I
+ (1- ,8)(d/sina) -cos{cp-a) I

, !.?rI2Dp-Ib.l2-rfSinTI'.
+ 13 - B + ff(l-cosr) ,

I~I= 1:::1 0<,851

In region VI (the root fillet),

I~:l=



1
~!2Dp - l.b!2 -rpin((l ~f3. JI'»).

- B + r~1- c05«1- ,B)f)

I
nx). I· Sin({1-/nr) ·)1

ny -, Cos((1-,B)f).· 0' < {3:$,1

In region VU (the bottom land),l~)~1"20,-~~2)(H)1
I::)~ I~)0'< (351

GeometrY of a Hob with Root Chamfer. Often hobs with
root chamfers are used to provide tip relief on the gear. Fig ..
8 shows such a hob with at chamfer. Then

w r
l't = 20 -.2A tan{q,) - 2rt tan ("i)

p

11:

Ib - lDp, - 2.B tan (q,)

where Lt and ~2 define the root chamfer as shown in Fig. 8.
Coordinates of points along the rack profile are then given
by:

In region .I (the top land),

I;:) = r~2)

,

Ii'" PITCH ,,,._ - ~x"':';'__ ---"'\Ir-_ ___

oI-~ +1 1.-1
- - ~

Fig. a,-Geometry of 3. hob with root chamfer,
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'9(b) Malian of rack
relative 10 gear

9(a) Rack profile

9(c) Pinall gear
tooth iProfile

Fig. 9-Generation of a gear with a simple rack.
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, lOla) Rack profile

1-
lOeb) Motion of rack

relative' to gear

lO(e) Locus
of solutions
to t.he equatjon
of meshing

IO(d) Pinal gear
tooth profile

Fig. 10 - Generation of a gear using a rack with a protuberance angle 01 - 10° .

lnxl 10lny = 1 O<i3S1

Profile Generation Examples. Consider a basic rack with
pressure angIe cp = 200

, with a diarnetral pitch Dp = 10 per
inch, an.addendum constant of 1.4, dedendum constant of 1..0
and a tip radius rt = 0.02".

Fig. 9(a} shows such a rack with no protuberance and with
a root fillet radius rf= 0 ..02 inches ..Hg ..9(b) shows the posi-
tions of the rack relative to the generated gear as a gear with 20
teeth rolls through. Fig..9(c) shows the gear tooth profile, which
is obtained by using the procedure described earlier.

Fig. 1a{a) shows the same rack. but with a protuberance
angle IX = 100, a parallel land length l' = 0..05 inches and pro-
tuberance high point distance d = 0.02 inches ..Fig. 10{b) shows
the motion of the rack relative to the gear and Fig. 10(c) shows



l1(a) Rack :I'fofile

l1(dLocull
'of soIutlo!l5
to the equatien
·ofmeshing

l1(b) Motion of rack
relative 1'0 sear

:n(d) Fm.]gear
tooth proEHl!'

Fig. 11 - Generati.on of a gear using a rack wilh a protuberance angle a ~ 25· .

12(.a) Rack profile
12(b)' Motion of rack

relattve 10 gear

the locus ,of the points that are solutions to the equation of
meshing, Note the severe undercutting and the presence of non-
~easible points at the gear tooth tip and at the int~rsectionof the
invoJ'l.Ite section of the ~ar tooth profUe with the tl1ocnoidal
root, Fig. 10(d) shows the final profile, obtained after aU non-
feasible po,ints have been eliminated using the procedure
described earlier in this paper. Figs. l1(a) through (d) show the
same process for an extremely exaggerated case with pro-
tuberance angle a = 25".

Figs. 12(31) through (d) show ill similar hob with a root cham-
fer with intel'oepts L) = 0.104'"and L2 = 0.04 II. (See Fig. 8 .)

In ord -:r to, keepto the more practical rack geometries, the
examples described here had rack profiles which were made up
of straight Jines and circles, but the method may be applied to
arbitrary geometries with equal ease.
Applications ..

a) In Computer-Aided Des.ign Programs: The simplest use to
which this proeedurecan be put is that of dJ';awinggears for dif-
ferent rack geometries as part of general computer-aided desjgn
prograDlli. It can show the severity of undercuttin-8 and allow
the designer through the use of zoom features to accurately
predict the shape of the Itooth which is being developed ..Fig. 13

ll(d) Final. sear
tooth profile

12(c) Locus
of solutions
10 Ih~ ,equa.lion
of meshing

Ag. 12- Generation of .

F!g.lJ - Perspecti,veview of a geM with an ..automalical]ygem-ated profile.
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F"1g.1.4- Automatically generated boundary element model ofa non-undercut
gear.

Fig. 15 - Automatically generated boundary dement model of a severely under-
cut gear.
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Fig. 16- Automatically generated boundary element model of a non-undercut
gear supported 'on rollers.

shows in perspective view a fun gear with face width 0.3",
which is being generated by the simple hob described before.

b) Generation of Boundary Element Meshes for Strength
Computations: The estimation of the strength of a gear can be
carried out in many different ways, ef which the boundaryele-
ment method is probably the most efficient and convenient.
Because the boundary element methed is very accurate, the
stress concentration at the fiJlet of the gear teeth root is very sen-
sitive to the correctness of the geometry of the fillet at the root
of the gear teeth. The automatic gear profile generation pro-
cedure described in this artide is very useful in generating bound-
aryelement models which accurately model the root geometries.

As described in an earlier article by Vijayakar and Houser, (4)

the boundary element procedure can easily display stress varia-
tion along the boundary ofthe gear model, determine the loca-
tion at which critical. stresses occur and determine the AGrvIA
geometry factor ..The procedure also allowsthe computation of
the state of stress at any prescribed point within the gear.

Several boundary conditions can be applied! in the boundary
element model of the gear teeth. The inner boundary and the
sides can be fixed, or the inner boundary call befr'fe, while the
sides can be fixed, or else the inner boundary can be supported
on rollers with the sides fixed. iFigs. 14, 15 and 16 shew the stress
distribution along the boundaries of three thin-rimmed gears
with djff·erent boundary conditions. The gear shown in Fig. 14
has no. undercutting, and its inner rim and the sides are fixed,
while the gear in Fig..15 is severely undercut and has rigid side
supports. Fig. 16 shows the stress distribution of another thin-
rimmed gear with roller supported inner boundary and fixed
sides.

c) Contact Analysis of Gears: Developments in the area of
contact analysis of finite element models with friction have made
it possible to determine the load dependent transmission error
of gears in mesh by meshing finite element models of a pair of
gears and turning them against each other in a simuiation,
However, the magnitude of the transmissionerror itseH is
typically very small.

Therefore, in. order to carry out meaningful simulations of
gears in mesh, where' the error in the transmission error due to
the finite element discretization of the gear prohle is much smaller
than the actual transmission error, it is imperative that the finite
element model be able to. model the geometryof the gear with
a.high degree ef accuracy ..In such a case, manual methods ,of
model creation. such as using drawings and a digitizing tablet,



are ouI of the ,question, and an automatic procedure such as that
described inth.is artide becomes essential

As an example, considera gear with 20 teeth, a diametral pitch
of 10per inch and a face width of one inch. Under a load of]ooo
Ib..inches,the load dependent transimission error 'of two such
gears in mesh is 'of the order of 0,05° , U finite element contact
analysis is to be usedthe error in the transmission error due to'
profile discretization should be kept as low as 0.001 o. Fig. 17
shows a pari: of the tooth profile that has been discretized, let
re be the radius of curvature. lbe the length of the side of a
typical element and f be 'the discretization error ...Then,

re {8/2)2

2

approximately. If we consider the part of the profile near, say I'

the pitch point, then the radius of curvature is
,Z

re = rpsincb = 20 sin&;i>,
- p

where fp is the pitch circle radius, cP'is the pressure angle, z is
the number of teeth and Op is the diametral pitch. The length
I ,of the side of a typical element is approximately

(A+B)
1== DpII ,

where A and Bare the addendum and dedendum constants of
the gear, and n is the number of elements that the profile of the
geartooth spans, Therefore, the discretization errore is

(A+B)2

€ - 4n2zOpsin&;i> ,

and the error 0 in the transmission error is
(A+B)2

o = fir p = 2n2~sincP radians

For 0 to be of the order of 0.0010 or 1.75 xlO-5 radians, the
number of elements along the pro.file has to be n =30, and the
coordinates ·0£ the nodes along the profile have to be at least as
accurate as c; =1.75 x 10-5 ".

Figs. 18 and 19 show the .finite element model at two gears in can-
'tact whose profiles were generated automatically by the pro-
cedure described in this article. Each gear has 32 nodes along each
tooth profile ..

The input gear was rotated at a constant angular speed, and
a predetennined torque was applied on the output gear ..Contact
forces including the £ridional and compressive components were
computed for each position using a procedure (5) based on the
Simplex algorithm, and transmission error and load-sharing in-
Iormation was obtained ..Fig ...20 shows the computed transmis-
sion error for three different combinations of load torque Me
and frictional ,coefficient~. An exaggerated value of 0..3 is chosen
~orthe coefficient of friction to iIluslrate its effect on thetransmis-
sionerror. The transmission error curve for the light load shows
ripples which may be attributed entirely to the discretizati.on
error in the profiles. In the curves for higher load, the same
ripples reappear at the same places, but are much smaller than

Fig. 17-Discretization error in the gear tooth profile.

Geu 2

Fig. 18 - Finite element model for contact analysis.

Fig. 19 - finite e1eme.nt model for contact analysis.
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Fig..21 - Load sharing curves obtained from. finite element analysis.

the overall transmission error. Fig..21 shows the load sharing
between teeth as the gears roll through.

ConclusIon
A simple, yet very general, procedure that can.handle under-

cut as well as non undercut gears has been described in this arti-
de. An important advantage of the method as implemented is
that it is very easy to include any kind of modifications on the
rack withoutchanging the general structure of the procedure ..
The method has been tried 0ut on practical applications,and the
authors feel that it can be used to advantage whenever an ac-
curate numerical description of generated gear tooth profiles is
needed. A FORTRAN program has been successfully run on
both an IBM PC and a VAX-no
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